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On November 1, 1999, dining at the Royal Palace in Oslo, President Clinton was 
struck by the distinctive indigenous jacket of Norway’s Sami Parliament president 
Sven-Roald Nystø.  His host King Harald explained that a national elected Sami 
parliament or Sameting (pronounced sami-ting) had been created to advise the 
government and national parliament, or Storting, on issues chosen by Sami.  The 
Storting also refers matters to the Sami parliament routinely for advice on indigenous 
implications. 
 
At the same event Sven-Roald Nystø had a memorable brief word with two of the 
era’s great players, Shimon Peres and Yasser Arafat, and was able to talk with 
Russian prime minister Putin about the terrible problems of Sami in Russia’s Kola 
peninsula adjacent to North Norway.  Quiet diplomacy has its uses. 
 
The Sami Parliament in Norway – Sweden and Finland each has one, too – is at a 
critical point.  When Prime Minister Bondevik spoke to its recent session in late 
September, he had very positive messages which other governments might well heed.  
However, on the unresolved issue of land, freshwater, and sea rights in the north, he 
was ill-prepared to discuss the subject.  He seemed nervous about too quickly 
accepting a negotiating relationship offered by the Sami Parliament to find a solution 
amid Hanson-style xenophobia which has recently soured the northern atmosphere.  
As former Sami leader Ole Henrik Magga pointed out, virtually every organisation in 
Norway works out arrangements of one sort or other with the national authorities.  
Are the Sami to be less than fishers, snowmobilists, model plane clubs, and other 
‘sectors’?  The whole point of setting up the Sami Parliament was to settle issues with 
the national parliament and national government. 
 
That’s what happens when top people get involved in issues.  They need briefing and 
time to get ‘up to speed’ on difficult issues.  Norwegian Sami relations in the north 
have been vexed for 1100 years, as King Alfred recorded when the Norse blow-hard 
Ottar visited his English court.  The Sami have neither disappeared, nor assimilated.  
At least the Prime Minister had the intelligence or good grace not to press the flim-
flam too hard, breaking away from questioners, becoming silent.  Can one imagine 
Anglophone heads of government or media failing to drive such a moment to 
absurdity?  Poor Alexander Downer lost the Australian leadership and perhaps prime 
ministership in moments of such reticence on indigenous issues in 1995.  One may 
expect Mr Bondevik and Sami to find a way through their problems.  Neither Sami, 
nor Aboriginal peoples nor Torres Strait Islanders, nor Inuit, are going away, after all. 
 
The Norwegians in a mere generation after 1945 brought northern personal and 
community living conditions, facilities, and opportunities up to the highest standards 
in the world.  Unlike many outlying regions and urban ghettoes of English-speaking 
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countries, the four Nordic countries with indigenous inhabitants – Norway, Sweden, 
Finland, Denmark – have not found it ‘too hard’ to tackle material need. 
 
Australia, contrariwise, has used such needs in a unique way of late.  On July 29, 
1999, Senator Herron, the indigenous affairs minister working within Prime Minister 
Howard’s closely held indigenous affairs portfolio, delivered a remarkable ‘Statement 
on behalf of the Australian Government’ to the United Nations in Geneva.  Those 
who wrote such schoolboy obfuscation should leave it off their ‘c.v.’  Wallowing at 
length in the degradation of the most disadvantaged ‘visible minority’ among its own 
citizens, misappropriating and misusing words of indigenous leader Noel Pearson 
(who had famously referred to this government as ‘racist scum’ on one occasion), and 
pretending that indigenous ‘self-determination’ had been achieved in Australia but 
had failed... these are bad enough.  After all, in A Howard Government? (1995) 
Gerard Henderson warned us that policy debate and social and cultural diversity were 
beyond the Howard clique.  (Nor has ‘self-determination’ been achieved under any 
Australian government’s auspices to date except as a stated ideal, of course.) 
 
However, the speech also vandalises the term, ‘the great Australian silence’, made 
famous by W.E.H. Stanner.  In the only paragraph of his speech in large type Senator 
Herron takes personal credit: 
 
‘Until quite recently it was impossible in our country to have an honest debate 
about some of these issues.  There was what I call “the great silence” at the 
core of much discussion of indigenous policy issues.  We talked about the 
problems caused by history and society, but few dared speak of some of the 
fundamental problems nurtured within many indigenous communities 
themselves.’ 
 
Of course, clownish ministers taking credit for the rising of the sun or conventional 
wisdom of the moment are one of the small farces of daily life.  Perhaps they try too 
hard these days to seem relevant to a public whose services and institutions they are 
cutting.  But Herron’s graffiti on one of the finer monuments of Australian intellectual 
and moral life is worth noting. 
 
In ‘The Great Australian Silence’, the second of his 1968 Boyer lectures on ABC 
radio, After the Dreaming, W.E.H. Stanner had written of: 
 
‘the other side of a story over which the great Australian silence reigns; the 
story of the things we were unconsciously resolved not to discuss with [the 
Aborigines] or treat with them about; the story, in short, of the 
unacknowledged relations between two racial groups within a single field of 
life supposedly unified by the principle of assimilation, which has been the 
marker of the transition.  The telling of it would have to be a world – perhaps 
I should say an underworld – away from the conventional histories of the 
coming and development of British civilization.  I hardly see that it could 
afford two assumptions.  One is that it satisfied the canons of human relevance 
and social influence to allow men of the kind I have mentioned to flit across 
the pages as if they were the Benelongs and Colbys of the day.  The other is 
that the several hundred thousand aborigines who lived and died between 
1788 and 1938 were but negative facts of history and, having been negative, 
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were in no way consequential for the modern period.  In aboriginal Australia 
there is an oral history which is providing these people with a coherent 
principle of explanation... .  It has a directness and candour which cut like a 
knife through most of what we say and write.  We would have to bring this 
material – let me be fashionable and call it “ethno-history”– into the sweep of 
our story.’ 
 
Readers can draw their own conclusions.  Around the time of the speech Senator 
Herron was trying to meet governments in north-west Europe to push the 
government’s line.  Four capitals regretted that nobody would be available to meet 
him.  The silence has become quite loud in the centres of world human rights 
thinking, it seems. 
 
On the other hand, the Australian public is getting the message.  The Brisbane 
audience laughed whole-heartedly when Miranda enthused, ‘How many goodly 
creatures are there here! How beauteous mankind is! O brave new world, That has 
such people in it!’ in the recent Queensland Theatre Company production of The 
Tempest. 
 
We had just watched these hardasses, badasses, ratbags, and one or two ineffectual 
well-meaners frolic and connive for an hour and half on the coast of Australia.  The 
Jagera Jarjum Aboriginal Dance Group were the spirits of the place who have such an 
active role in this play.  We heard a kookaburra laugh, and the European visitors are 
dressed and behave as 18th century British who, like Cook, mercifully go away again.  
John Stanton’s Prospero plays the usual mix of irate old scholar with enough inner 
goodness to ‘do the right thing’ when sufficiently prodded. 
 
But Ariel gave this production its power.  No mere flitting fairy, this Ariel was a 
spirited young Aboriginal woman of a recognisable type, the backbone of many 
Aboriginal communities and organisations.  Played by Aboriginal actor Margaret 
Harvey, Ariel came rushing onstage from any direction to grab onto the end of 
Prospero’s magic staff, engaging in a virtual tug of war as she spat out her grudging 
servitude.  She was also half-attired as an emu spirit, wonderfully inspecting Miranda 
curiously and disdainfully (and ‘invisibly’) in emu style. 
 
Caliban (Glenn Shea) wore a cast-off red British tunic in his chains, and was the 
troubled resistant Aboriginal male youth with no prospects but oblivion provided by 
the bottle passed around by the drunken convicts, Trinculo and Stephano.  The freeing 
of Ariel and Caliban at the end was the emotional and dramatic climax of this 
production, the society engagement of the Miranda and Ferdinand merely a backdrop.  
The production was entirely text-based, not a reworking of the original.  (The new 
Arden edition of The Tempest edited by Virginia Mason Vaughan and Alden Vaughan 
– a worthy successor to Arden’s famous second edition by Frank Kermode – has a 
wonderful and accessible introduction.  Northrop Frye’s introduction to the Pelican 
edition is also excellent, as is his closing chapter in Northrop Frye on Shakespeare 
edited by Robert Sandler.) 
 
The Tempest’s enlightened heads of government and state – Prospero like John 
Howard was involuntarily out of office for some time, while Alonso grew within 
office – embraced ‘reconciliation’ firmly and affectingly, clearly with audience 
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support.  Indeed, the epilogue spoken by Prospero focuses on reconciliation and 
forgiveness, as the Vaughans note, and gains poignancy as Shakespeare’s own 
farewell to the theatre (as it is usually supposed). 
 
Recently many heads of government – and heads of state both executive and 
ceremonial – have made significant statements on indigenous affairs, reconciliation, 
and self-government in ‘first world’ countries.  The finest (and legal!) vision is seen 
in Justice Binnie writing the Marshall decision of Canada’s highest court, dated 
September 17, 1999.  Concerning fishing rights of the long since marginalised 
Mi’kmaq (a.k.a. Micmac) of the Atlantic coast in a 1760 British treaty, he writes: 
 
‘This appeal should be allowed because nothing less would uphold the honour 
and integrity of the Crown in its dealings with the Mi'kmaq people to secure 
their peace and friendship, as best the content of those treaty promises can 
now be ascertained.  If the law is prepared to supply the deficiencies of written 
contracts prepared by sophisticated parties and their legal advisors in order 
to produce a sensible result that accords with the intent of both parties, 
though unexpressed, the law cannot ask less of the honour and dignity of the 
Crown in its dealings with First Nations. An interpretation of events that turns 
a positive Mi'kmaq trade demand into a negative Mi'kmaq covenant is not 
consistent with the honour and integrity of the Crown.’ 
 
Think of it:  the Crown and its power as a moral edifice composed of the highest 
ideals, gracious and proper conduct, and enlightened outlooks!  Wouldn’t many vote 
for that in a referendum?  Isn’t that what government and civilisation should be about, 
or is government merely a competition of not very sporting teams gouging and 
clawing each other in the scrum when umpires can’t see?  In the late months of 1899, 
Ibsen was finishing his ambiguous and potent last play, When We Dead Awaken.  His 
title may better suit our own era. 
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